Abstract. In this paper, we consider the density estimation problem from independent and identically distributed (i.i.d.) biased observations. We study the lower bound of convergence rates of density estimation over Sobolev spaces W r N （N∈N + ）under the L p risk by using Fano , s lemma.
Introduction
In this paper, we consider the problem of estimating the density functions without observing directly the sample X 1 , … X n . We observe an i.i.d. sample Y 1 , … Y n from a biased distribution with the following density function f Y (y) =g(y)f X (y)/µ, where g(y) is the so-called weighting or biasing function, µ = E g(X). Our purpose is to estimate the density function f X from Y 1 , Y 2 , … Y n . Several examples about this biased data can be found in the literature. For instance, in paper [1] , it is shown that the distribution of the concentration of alcohol in the blood of intoxicated drivers is of interest, since the drunken driver has a larger chance of being arrested, the collected data are size-biased.
For unbiased data, Kerkyacharian and Picard [2] study a Besov space with matched case. Donoho, Johnstone, Kerkyacharian and Picard [3] consider a Besov space with unmatched case. They show the lower bound by using Korostelev and Assouad lemmas. However, the conditions of those two lemmas are difficult to be verified. In 2011, Huiying Wang [4] give a proof by using Fano's lemma. In reference [3, 4] , they show the lower bound of convergence rates over Besov for L p risk.
So far, wavelet density estimations about the lower bound of convergence rates over Besov spaces have made some achievements. However, there is a few people to study density estimation in Sobolev spaces W r N （N∈N + ）. In this paper, we study the lower bound of density estimation convergence over Sobolev spaces.
Preliminaries
In this paper, we always assume that scaling wavelet ) (x ϕ is orthonormal, compactly supported
which is defined by:
is a probability density on R with a compact support of length ≤ A , and
be probability measurable spaces and 
Main result
Theorem 3 Let ϕ be a compactly supported,
. We assume that there exist two constants 1 g and 2 g such that, for
where y x means cy x ≥ with a positive constant c .
Proof of Theorem 3:
Using the idea of reference [4] , firstly, we prove
Letϕ be a compactly supported, 1 + N regular and orthonormal scaling function, ψ be the corresponding wavelet, and supp
, then the number of elements in j ∆ is 1 2 + j . We define
where n f P stands for the probability measure corresponding to the density function
2 . Next, we shows 
Hence,
Next, we prove
is a probability density function. By the assumptions ofϕ , the waveletψ is compactly supported and
, and we get 
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